Least angle regression, as a promising model selection method, differentiates itself from conventional stepwise and stagewise methods, in that it is neither too greedy nor too slow. It is closely related to L 1 norm optimization, which has the advantage of low prediction variance through sacrificing part of model bias property in order to enhance model generalization capability. In this paper, we propose an efficient least angle regression algorithm for model selection for a large class of linear-in-the-parameters models with the purpose of accelerating the model selection process. The entire algorithm works completely in a recursive manner, where the correlations between model terms and residuals, the evolving directions and other pertinent variables are derived explicitly and updated successively at every subset selection step. The model coefficients are only computed when the algorithm finishes. The direct involvement of matrix inversions is thereby relieved. A detailed computational complexity analysis indicates that the proposed algorithm possesses significant computational efficiency, compared with the original approach where the wellknown efficient Cholesky decomposition is involved in solving least angle regression. Three artificial and real-world examples are employed to demonstrate the effectiveness, efficiency and numerical stability of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Research into a large class of linear-in-the-parameters (LIP) models for nonlinear system identification has consistently drawn substantial interest from both academic and industrial communities [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , making it an important research topic in the field of computational intelligence and machine learning. The main reason can be attributed to the fact that a variety of conventional and advanced models, networks or systems, such as polynomial models [7] [8] [9] , RBF (radial basis function) neural networks [10] [11] [12] , fuzzy rule-based systems [13] [14] [15] and leastsquares support vector machines [16] [17] [18] , can somehow be treated and trained as LIP models. The essential concept of LIP models is that they are formed by a set of linearly combinatorial model terms which are in turn nonlinearly mapped from the original model input space. For instance, a fuzzy system can be viewed as a series of linear expansion of fuzzy basis functions transformed from a model input space [13] , where the claimed interpretability virtue lies in explaining the developed fuzzy system in terms of understandable IF-THEN linguistic rules, where the rule premises are employed to partition the input space into fuzzy regions in which the rule consequents are valid to describe the system's behaviour. The model terms in LIP models are also recognized as or closely related to some well-known terminologies, e.g. monomials, basis functions, hidden nodes, fuzzy rules and support vectors, in various research contexts. Here, except for polynomial models, nonlinear parameters are often involved in the model terms for mapping the original model space into another hyperspace in order to improve model performance.
Although LIP models are widely considered to have strong approximation abilities given a complex enough model structure, challenging scientific problems arise in how to effectively and efficiently determine a proper model structure and the associated parameters, a process which is often known as model selection (aka subset selection). A simpler model structure with fewer model terms included is usually preferred from several perspectives, such as model interpretability, model sparsity and model generalization capability. For example, a small number of fuzzy rules included in a fuzzy system would help understand the underlying system behaviours being described. Meanwhile, the associated unknown model parameters also need to be estimated. In practice, a large number of candidate model terms can usually be generated from measured data, from which the selection of a compact set of model terms that make up an LIP model with acceptable model performance is desirable. If an excessive number of model terms are adopted, an unnecessarily complex LIP model can thereby result with deteriorated model interpretability and generalization abilities. Therefore, the model selection of LIP models aims to find a small subset of model terms for predicting system output with good accuracy. This is a very important research area and constitutes the main topic of the paper. Unsupervised learning methods are among earlier attempts for performing model selection, the well-known representatives being the clusteringbased methods and rank-revealing or decomposition-based methods [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . These methods are intrinsically fast as usually only data from input space is processed without explicitly considering the system output information. This inevitably leads to important difficulties, i.e. inaccurate models learnt from data, because feedback does not exist to assess model output using training data. It is noted though clustering methods may also employ output information in certain cases, but turning out that the corresponding computational complexities are dramatically increased and the connection of the obtained clusters to a particular LIP model is not always straightforward. Therefore, a refinement stage is required to further enhance model performance, where the so-called supervised learning is introduced. Consequently, research on accurate model selection methods is more focused on supervised learning methods.
Among supervised learning methods, obsolete approaches use exhaustive search to examine every size of possible combinations of model terms in the least-squares sense, which is computationally extremely expensive and even practically infeasible when a large number of terms are available [15] . Fortunately, the stepwise selection techniques [25] provide alternative approaches to significantly mitigate the computational burden at the expense of introducing locally optimal solutions. In the framework of forward stepwise selection, it performs the model selection sequentially, in that each step a new term is included into the model to maximally improve model performance, where the model coefficients for a series of candidate models are normally computed in the least-squares sense. This means that the model residual vector obtained after the inclusion of each new model term is always orthogonal to all the selected model terms. It still exhibits heavy computational burden behind the raw idea of the stepwise approach, as many candidate model terms and inverse operations are usually involved in the model selection process.
Nowadays, there are a few efficient model selection algorithms working on the forward stepwise principle though distinct model searching criteria are adopted. For example, despite different schemes used to deal with the involved inverse operations, the orthogonal least squares (OLS) [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and fast recursive algorithm (FRA) [3, 31] were proposed to pursue the largest reduction of L 2 norm of model residuals at every model selection step. Alternatively, the correlation between the model residual resulting from each step and the remaining unselected model terms can also be used as the searching criterion instead of the residual's L 2 norm, where the candidate term giving the largest correlation is selected at the following step. In addition to the forward stepwise approaches, it may be worth mentioning that backward stepwise approaches [25] are similar techniques but working in a reverse manner (starting with the inclusion of all candidate model terms and then eliminating the most insignificant one at a time). However, the whole process can be inefficient, especially when a large number of candidate model terms are available.
It has been found that the forward stepwise approach performs greedy optimization in the sense that each time the best model term is greedily (where the least-squares estimation is performed, resulting in the selected terms completely orthogonal to the model residual, i.e. zero correlation between them) added into the selected pool based on a number of previously chosen terms. Given this greedy optimization methodology, it can normally find locally optimal solutions according to some searching criterion. Instead, the forward stagewise selection as a less greedy approach opposed to the forward stepwise [32, 33] , iteratively identifies the most correlated term with the current model residual and thereby only updates its own coefficient with an amount proportional to the corresponding correlation (but not equal to it, meaning a smaller optimization step compared with stepwise) at each iteration step. As a result, the resultant correlation for the selected terms is non-zero and is decreased during the model selection process, until reaching zero and the least-squares solution is thus approached. The downside therefore lies in that the iterative working manner of this approach requires a large number of iteration steps (usually being considerably larger than the available number of model terms), incurring huge computational burden. It is worth noting that, to improve optimality and model generalization performance, distinct enhancements have also been made to the forward stepwise methods based on either OLS or FRA, including the involvement of additional refinement phases (where the selected model terms are reviewed and replaced by unselected terms with larger contribution to the underlying model) and/or the regularization techniques (where penalized cost functions are imposed on either the original or converted orthogonal space of the system) [15, [34] [35] [36] [37] . The model performance has since been greatly improved while a global optimality cannot be guaranteed, the computational burden being thereby increased due to the extra computing phases and/or (determination of) the introduced regularization parameters.
As a trade-off between the aforementioned stepwise and stagewise approaches, the newly joined model selection approach, least angle regression (LAR) [25, 32] , provides another efficient model selection framework motivated from the geometrical perspective [38] . It has also been found that a direct modification of LAR can lead to the full-path of Lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) solutions [25, 32, 39] , where L 1 regularized cost is adopted to minimize the sum of squared residuals (SSR) and the L 1 norm of model coefficients. LAR uses a similar working manner as in stepwise while adopting the concept behind stagewise, but the key idea instead is to decrease the correlation for the selected terms at each step at a reasonably large step size that just makes the correlation for the selected terms equal to the correlation for an unselected term. The correspondingly unselected term is then added into the model and the correlations are decreased equally among all the selected terms during the model selection process until reaching the least-squares estimation given all available terms selected. Differing from the greedy selection employed in the stepwise approach and the iterative optimization (indicating The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the mathematical formulation of LIP models and the LAR. The proposed algorithm and its adoption for LIP model identification are then presented in §3. The working principle of the algorithm and the corresponding computational complexity are also described in detail. Results from three artificial and real-world examples are given in §4. Finally, §5 concludes the paper.
2. Linear-in-the-parameters models and least angle regression (a) Linear-in-the-parameters models
The general representation of an LIP model [1] [2] [3] can be expressed as
where x(t) = [x 1 (t), . . . , x n (t)] ∈ n constitutes the model input vector at time instant t, y(t) is the system output, e(t) is the model residual, ϕ i is the ith model term used to map model input x(t) into the corresponding hyperspace using some nonlinear parameter W, θ i is the associated coefficient for the ith model term, M is the total number of model terms included in the LIP model. Different basis functions can be used to form model terms, here, assuming that an RBF is adopted (thus to construct an RBF neural network):
where c i,j and σ represent the centre and width of the corresponding basis function. Therefore, the nonlinear parameter vector involved in all the model terms is given by
Initially, a large number of candidate model terms ϕ i can be generated from measured data. The task of model selection is to find a subset of model terms (e.g. hidden nodes determination in RBF neural networks), say p i , from the initial candidate model terms ϕ j , to construct a parsimonious model.
It can be seen that the mathematical formulation of LIP models can be viewed as the linear combination of a series of model terms (laying the name of LIP). It is capable of approximating any continuous nonlinear function f (·) arbitrarily well on a compact set, given enough number of model terms. For example, consider the following nonlinear autoregressive model with eXogenous inputs (NARX) [45, 46] , commonly seen in time-series prediction:
where u(t) = [u 1 (t), . . . , u s (t)] (s-dimensional) and y(t) are, respectively, the original system input and output variables, l u and l y are the corresponding maximal time lags for the inputs and output, e(t) is the model residual, and f (·) is some unknown nonlinear function. The LIP model presented in (2.1) can then be used to approximate the unknown function f (·), while using
as the model input vector. Given a total of N training patterns, substituting (2.1) into (2.3) and expressing the results in matrix form, yields
where y = [y(1), . . . , y(N)] T represents the system output vector, 
(b) Least angle regression
The LAR [25, 32] , as a relatively new model selection method, aims to find a parsimonious set of model terms for the best of prediction. LAR stands itself between the well-known forward stepwise regression and forward stagewise regression, while avoiding the downsides from both approaches (i.e. neither too greedy nor too tardy during the model selection process as discussed in §1). All the model terms are assumed to be standardized with zero mean and unit variance, while the system output has the mean subtracted. LAR starts by finding the largest absolute correlation between the candidate model terms and the system output, resulting in the corresponding term being first selected for regression. Then, at every step, the step size (in turn determining the next model term to be added into the model) is chosen as small as possible, in such a way that the absolute correlation based on the resultant model residual, for some remaining term is just as large as the one for the selected terms (i.e. along with the so-called 'least angle direction'). The corresponding model term obtained at every step is thus successively entered into the model and the selection, therefore, always proceeds equiangularly between all the selected terms. The inclusion of model terms can be viewed in a piecewise fashion, each resulting in a submodel contributing to the whole model. In detail, we can thus assume that the overall model outputŷ k resulting from introducing the submodel at the kth step is given byŷ
whereŷ k−1 and e k−1 are, respectively, the total model output and the overall model residual at the (k − 1)th step, and Φ k and γ k (0 ≤ γ k ≤ 1) are, respectively, the regression matrix and the step size at the kth step. The kth submodel is thus configured based on the previously resultant model residual e k−1 . It should be noted that Φ k ∈ N×k is constructed by expanding
(involving all previously selected model terms) with the new model term p k just selected at the kth step, i.e.
The resultant overall model residual at the kth step can thus be obtained by
The overall model output at the kth step can be written aŝ
where 0 (k−i)×1 denotes a zero column vector with k − i entries (i = 1, . . . , k − 1) andθ i is given aŝ
The key idea behind LAR is to find the step size γ k at the kth step (k = 1, . . . , M − 1) in order to include the (k + 1)th model term into the piecewise model, such that the resultant absolute correlation between the selected terms (p 1 , . . . , p k ) and the resultant error (e k ) is just equal to the largest absolute correlation between the remaining terms (ϕ k+1 , . . . , ϕ M ) and the resultant error (e k ). Using (2.6), the correlation for the existing terms in the regression matrix and for the remaining terms in the candidate pool can be respectively computed as To help understand the entire solution searching process, the pseudo code of LAR is summarized in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of least angle regression.
Find the model term with the largest correlation
Perform Cholesky decomposition on
sequentially, based on L k using forward and backward substitutions. 9:
Compute step size γ k using (2.11). 10:
Update k ← k + 1. 13: end while 14: Output Φ m andΘ m .
Here, in the original approach, it can be found that, to avoid the inverse operation at every step of LAR, say the kth step, the computation as well as the well-known efficient Cholesky decomposition (being widely considered more efficient than orthogonal and singular value decompositions [26] ) is applied on term Φ T k Φ k (this can be performed efficiently based on the results obtained at the last selection step). Then, the corresponding model parameters
model residual e k and correlation for unselected model terms ϕ T i e k , are subsequently computed. The whole process is still inefficient and thus exhibits high computational demand. As opposed to the original approach, in this paper, a new efficient algorithm will be proposed in the next section without the need of matrix inversions. The whole algorithm works in a recursive fashion, the correlations and evolving directions, together with other pertinent variables being explicitly formulated and successively updated. The model coefficients only need to be computed when the model selection process finishes.
It may be worth mentioning that a modification to the LAR method can actually lead to the fullpath solutions for another well-known model selection method Lasso, where a series of solutions at critical points corresponding to the adjustion of the L 1 regularization parameter in Lasso can be obtained. Based on the optimal Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of Lasso [47] , to retrieve Lasso solutions, the essential idea thereby is to enforce that the coefficient sign of the model terms determined by LAR remains unchanged so long as they are included into the model [25, 32, 39] . This can be realized by removing the selected term from the model through choosing a proper step size, once its coefficient is detected to be changed if the model selection continues to proceed as in LAR. In this manner, sequential sets of Lasso solutions in different size, based on different degree of regularization, can be achieved in an efficient way rather than solving quadratic programming (QP) problems as exhibited by the KKT optimality. Given the involvement of term removal stage, more computing steps (i.e. computational time) than that in LAR are also needed to acquire such Lasso solutions. Though LAR and Lasso were derived from distinct principles/objectives, but they do often produce similar results as claimed by Hastie et al. and Efron et al. [25, 32] . While the scope of this paper is centralized in the derivation of efficient LAR algorithm for identification of LIP models, the efficient realization of Lasso is being derived and examined as part of another research studying the predictive model construction for combined sewer overflows forecasting in the urban wastewater collection environment.
Model selection based on efficient least angle regression
As presented in (2.4), one of the most challenging tasks involved in the LIP model construction is to determine a compact set of model terms and the associated parameters W and Θ. Here, assuming that RBF neural networks are adopted, a total of N candidate model terms (where M = N) can always be generated by using all the given training samples as potential centres (to consist W) of basis functions, leading to a candidate selection pool
The task then turns into finding the most significant terms contained in this pool to construct the final regression matrix, say Φ m , and meanwhile determining the corresponding coefficient vector Θ m .
(a) Efficient least angle regression
It can be shown in (2.11) that in order to compute the step size and thus to select the model terms in sequence, the correlation term ϕ T i e k−1 and the direction term
need to be explicitly computed. In this paper, a new efficient least angle regression (ELAR) algorithm is now proposed to compute them by solving the LAR recursively.
To start, define a correlation vector c k) ∈ M−k as for the remaining model terms in the candidate pool and the associated direction vector as d k) ∈ M−k at the kth step, with their ith entries being respectively given as
By using (2.9) and (2.10), the following can be recursively obtained
where ρ 1 = |p T 1 y| and c
The step size in (2.11) can now be re-expressed as Given (3.3) and (3.4), it can be therefore seen that the problem turns out how to efficiently compute the values related to d k)
at the kth step of the piecewise model without solving the inverse operations explicitly. Now, by expressing the selected pool at the kth step as
and expanding the involved inverse operation, it can be easily obtained that
where R k−1 is a residue matrix as also defined in [3] , given by
By using an identity matrix I of size N to minus both sides of (3.6), the following also holds [3] :
where R 0 = I ∈ N×N . Assuming that there are a total of k model terms that have been included in the selected pool and
is of full column rank, then, we have the following facts related to
First of all, geometrically, the residue matrix R k is also regarded as the orthogonal projection/transformation matrix [48] for the orthogonal projection of any arbitrary vector of N onto the orthogonal complement of the column space of Φ k (i.e. a subspace of N defined by the column basis vectors in
as the orthogonal projection matrix for projection onto the column space of Φ k . Hence, it is therein known that the projection matrix is idempotent (R 2 k = R k ) and by definition of orthogonal complement
Such properties of R k were also deduced in [3] but in an analytical way. Moreover, the following property can then be easily obtained using (2.6) successively:
where e i is the model residual vector generated after introducing the ith submodel into the overall model and e 0 = y. Furthermore, the following proposition can be derived during the model selection process.
) and a model residual vector e j that is generated after introducing the jth submodel
Proof. In order to derive this proposition, first of all, using (2.6) and (3.6), the residual vector e i (i = 2, . . . , k) can be updated as Now, regarding proposition 3.1, first of all, for i = j = 1, it can be easily found that
Then, for the remaining cases, i.e. 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, i ≤ j ≤ k − 1, and j = 1, by using (3.11) and the geometrical properties of the residue matrix, it can be derived that
Of these, in the case of j = i, by using (3.9), it is obvious that
While, in the case of i < j ≤ k − 1, (3.13) becomes
Combining all these cases, proposition 3.1 has thus been proofed.
As in [3] , two terms (a k,i and b k ) are simply defined and updated as follows:
As a result, the term a k,i constitutes the kth row of the corresponding matrix A k) with its previous k − 1 rows being defined in the same way. Moreover, the term b k constitutes the kth entry of vector b k) . Now, using (2.9), (3.6) and (3.9), it follows that
Up to now, the step size γ k at the kth step can be obtained as in (3.5) , based on the computation
The following steps will be performed in the same way based on the recursive computation of these variables. After a total of k model terms that have been included in the regression matrix, the final associated coefficient vectorΘ k for the overall piecewise model described in (2.7) will need to j = 1, . . . , k) is included into the piecewise model:
Timing both sides of the above equation by term p
According to (2.7) and (2.8), and using (3.20) , the final associated
where
, and it can be easily updated as
As a result, the associated coefficients (3.21) for the piecewise model can be computed aŝ
(b) The algorithm: efficient least angle regression for the construction of sparse linear-in-the-parameters models
The ELAR for model selection of LIP models is now presented with the pseudo code described in algorithm 2. To start, the candidate model terms ϕ i (i = 1, . . . , M) are first generated by taking all the training samples as the potential centres of basis functions. Then, the two vectors c 0) and b 1) are initialized as [ϕ T 1 y, . . . , ϕ T M y]. The first basis function p 1 giving the largest absolute correlation for the required model output y is thus found, together with the assignment of
The following loop is to recursively find the step size γ k and the (k + 1)th basis function p k+1 in order to include the (k + 1)th submodel Φ k+1θ k+1 into the whole piecewise model. To do this, the kth (row of) entries of A k) and b k) are first computed according to (3.16) and (3.17), followed by the computation of d k)
). The step size and the resultant basis function are then given by 
Update k ← k + 1. 11: end while 12: Assign k ← m and i ← k. 13:
Update ω i .
15:
ComputeΘ k,i .
16:
Update
In addition, the correlation for the existing basis functions in the selected pool and the remaining basis functions in the candidate pool are respectively updated as ρ k+1 and c k) (3.3) and (3.4) . This process continues until a predesignated number of basis functions have been included in the model or some criterion (e.g. Akaike information criterion (AIC)) is met. The pseudo codes presented here are illustrated by requiring a total of m model terms. Finally, the associated coefficient vectorΘ m for the final model can be computed according to (3.23) and (3.24) starting from calculatingΘ m,m down toΘ m, 1 .
It is worth noting that in the case of adopting the AIC method to terminate the algorithm, the SSR e T e is required to be computed at each selection step so as to calculate the following AIC k value with k being the size of the corresponding piecewise model
This can be easily realized for the proposed algorithm. According to (2.6), the SSR at each selection step can be recursively updated as 26) where e T k−1 R k e k−1 can be further updated as 
(c) Computational complexity
As presented in the previous subsections, the basic arithmetic operations involved in the proposed algorithm are additions/subtractions and multiplications/divisions. Assuming that a total of N data samples together with M candidate basis functions are provided, the total additions/subtractions are 28) where m denotes the number of selected basis functions or model terms. On the other hand, the total multiplications/divisions are
The total computational complexity for the proposed algorithm can thus be obtained by summing (3.28) and (3.29), giving
As in practical nonlinear system identification, it usually follows m M ≤ N, the algorithm's major computational complexity lies on
. If the AIC method is employed to terminate the algorithm, extra computation will arise from computing the SSR at every step, resulting in a further complexity of 2N + 13m + 1, slightly more than that of the basic algorithm. It is worth mentioning that if the efficient Cholesky factorization (based on the continuous update of the so-called Cholesky factor at each selection step) is employed to deriveθ i,j and other related variables as discussed in §2b, the corresponding computational complexity would be 2 N) ), the update of Cholesky factorization and the computation of the associated parameters for each submodel (O(m 3 + m 2 N)), and the computation of correlation and evolving direction values (in determining each step size) for candidate model terms (O (4mMN − m 2 N) ). The computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm can thus be achieved (generally saving more computational time as the selected number of model terms increases), while providing parsimonious LIP models.
Illustrative examples
In this section, three illustrative examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach. The computational efficiency and numerical stability of the proposed approach are also compared with the original approach for nonlinear system identification. The first example is for the Chaotic time-series prediction [49] ; the second involves forecasting of number of sunspots [50] ; and finally the third is for the classification of Australian credit approval [51] . All the experiments were conducted on a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU (P8600 2.40 GHz), running a Windows 7 operating system, with programs executed by Matlab.
(a) Chaotic time-series prediction
The Chaotic time-series prediction is considered in this example, the data being generated from the following Mackey-Glass time-delay differential equation:
where τ = 17 and y(0) = 1.2 were adopted. The underlying behaviour is widely regarded as non-convergent and sensitive to initial conditions [49, 52] . The proposed algorithm is used to learn this behaviour by constructing LIP models, aiming to predict the value of y(t) at time instant t from the past observations of y(t − 24), y(t − 18), y(t − 12) and y(t − 6). This means that x(t) = [y(t − 24), y(t − 18), y(t − 12), y(t − 6)] constitutes the model input vector. As usual, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was applied with a step size 0.1 to solve the above equation, resulting in the selection of a total of 1000 samples covering instances from t = 124 to t = 1123 to form the whole dataset. Of these, the first half is used for training while the rest for testing. The Gaussian width σ was assigned to a value of 0.7 to construct the candidate pool in which a total of 500 candidate model terms were produced at the beginning by taking all the training instances as the centres of potential basis functions. Both the original approach and our approach were used to perform the model selection, the process of selecting the first 30 model terms being shown in table 1. Here, the original approach was realized as in [53] , in which the forward and backward substitutions were adopted to successively update the Cholesky decomposition and model parameters. In table 1, the training time, correlation, SSR, L 1 norm of model coefficients and training and test errors are listed for varied numbers of selected model terms. The model training times given in this table and the following tables in the paper were all averaged from a total of 50 runs of the respective approaches. Among those selected model terms, both the original and our methods were able to find the same terms to be included in the LIP model, giving the same values of correlations, SSRs, L 1 norms of coefficients and model errors. The effectiveness of our method has thus been demonstrated. In addition, the computational efficiency of the proposed approach in comparison with the original approach can be demonstrated by comparing between the second and third columns of table 1. This superiority became more significant when more model terms were included in the constructed model.
The selected model terms from the original approach and our approach started to differ from each other at step 45, with the corresponding training times, conditions of constructed regression matrices, SSRs, L 1 norms of coefficients and model errors, respectively, shown in table 2. Owing to standardization, a number of model terms up to N − 1 (499 in this example) were successively included into the model in order to show the complete journey of the proposed algorithm and thus its efficiency. The condition number is seen generally increased during the model selection process as relatively more correlated terms are successively included into the model. Again, the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm was always evident as in the third column of the table. The reason behind the differently selected model terms is mainly attributed to algorithm's stability issues, owing to the gradually ill-conditioned regression matrix being constructed. In detail, as for the original algorithm, it is recognized that at every step the Cholesky decomposition performed on the explicit formulation of Φ 
, where square roots are also engaged. By contrast, our method is essentially derived from the orthogonalization of Φ k (wherein this does not alter the condition number, i.e. κ 2 (Φ k )). The corresponding orthogonal matrix is implicitly given by
). An upper triangular matrix A k) is thereby resulted for solving the system only in the end of the model selection, plus avoiding square root operations as seen from updating all the scalars, matrices and vectors based on (3.8) 23)-(3.24) . Consequently, the amplified condition number in the original algorithm means that the system being solved is more illconditioned (i.e. more sensitive to perturbations). In addition, in the original algorithm, when the selected model terms are not much correlated (i.e. matrix Φ T k Φ k is positive-definite) as usually exhibited in the early stages of the model selection, the numbers under the square roots are always positive. However, with the model size increases model terms with significant correlation are then inevitably selected, resulting in increasingly ill-conditioned matrix (aka near-singular matrix). In this case, the numbers under the square roots can be negative due to roundoff and accumulated errors, causing further instability issues for the original algorithm.
From the obtained SSR and L 1 norm of coefficients for those constructed models with different sizes, it can also be seen that our method was more stable when encountered with ill-conditioned scenarios. In general, especially in the early stages of model selection, the SSR generated decreases as the model size increases. However, due to the increasing ill-conditioning of the constructed regression matrix thus causing instability issues, the SSR can then become larger when a large number of terms are included into the model. This can be seen from the results obtained by the original algorithm, confronting the large SSR increment as from a model size of 50 terms to 100 terms and thereafter. With the use of our algorithm, this instability issue caused by illconditioning is dramatically mitigated, where only slight increase in SSR can be seen when a large number of model terms are selected. For example, by comparing the SSR and L 1 norm produced by the original algorithm at steps 150 and 200, the instability issues apparently appeared where both SSR and L 1 norm increased dramatically (from 2.535 × 10 −2 to 5.322 × 10 −2 and from 3.798 × 10 7 to 5.792 × 10 7 , respectively). By contrast, our method produced much better results for these two values (decreased from 3.230 × 10 −3 to 2.926 × 10 −3 for SSR, and increased from 1.279 × 10 7 to 1.568 × 10 7 for L 1 norm). The situation became extremely worse for the original approach when more model terms were to be included in the final model as shown in the bottom part of table 2, whereas this was considerably well for our approach. The numerical stability of our algorithm in comparison with the original approach was also reflected in the resultant training and test RMSEs (root mean squared errors) as shown in the last two columns of table 2. To retrieve a moderate size model and also prevent it from being seriously overfitted and illconditioned, by adopting the AIC method as derived in (3.25)-(3.27), a total of 25 model terms can be selected to construct the LIP model, for this example. Figure 1 depicts the actual and predicted outputs of the system over the training and test datasets, showing a good representation of the chaotic behaviours for the model developed. The resultant training and test RMSEs are thereby 9.060 × 10 −3 and 9.054 × 10 −3 , respectively.
(b) Number of sunspots forecasting
The number of sunspots being used to indicate the abundance of sunspots on the Sun, is recognized exhibiting nonlinear, non-stationary and non-Gaussian behaviours [54] . In this example, the yearly mean total number of sunspots from year 1700-2014 was adopted from WDC-SILSO (World Data Center-Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations) [50] . The proposed method was thus applied to develop an LIP model to forecast the number of sunspots. As in previous studies [54] , the input vector for the model were defined as x(t) = [y(t − 3), y(t − 2), y(t − 1)], where t denotes the year index, and the output was to forecast y(t) of the sunspot number at year t. The sunspot numbers for the first 156 years (i.e. 1703 ≤ t ≤ 1858) were used for training, with the trained model then applied to forecast the number of sunspots for the remaining 156 years (i.e. 1859 ≤ t ≤ 2014). a It is noted that the proposed approach and the original approach started to choose different model terms from model size 45 due to gradually ill-conditioned, selected regression matrices (causing potential instability issues).
As in example 1, the Gaussian width σ was assigned to 600 in this example and a total of 156 candidate model terms were generated. The training times, conditions of selected regression matrices, SSRs, L 1 norms and model errors under a varied number of selected model terms are listed in table 3 for both the original and proposed approaches. It can be found that the training times consumed by our method were less than those consumed by the original approach, and this superiority was seen more significant as the number of included model terms increased. Meanwhile, our algorithm was able to perform same results as in the original approach when a number of up to 20 model terms were selected.
Owing to ill-conditioning issues, it was found that, in comparison with the original approach, the proposed algorithm started to choose differing model terms as model size of 20. As the number of model terms as well as the condition of selected regression matrix increased, the proposed approach showed dramatic numerical stability than the original approach. When a total of 155 model terms were selected, the SSRs resulting from the proposed and original number of model terms have been included in the model. The overfitting issues, however, can somewhat be observed from this example, although it is not obvious for our method. A subset of five model terms can be adopted by using the AIC method, the results being depicted in figure 2 . The corresponding RMSEs on the training and test dataset were 13.5468 and 19.0125, respectively.
(c) Australian credit approval
In this example, the Statlog dataset consisting of the information of Australian credit card applications obtained from the UCI machine learning repository [51] is considered. For privacy protection, the names and values of attributes for the dataset were initially altered to be physically meaningless, where a total of 14 input attributes are included. The output attribute is used to indicate either the approval or the refusal of a credit card application. There are 690 instances in the dataset, from which 37 instances involve missing values (replaced with artificially computed values). The whole dataset was then randomly and equally partitioned into a training and a test dataset for this study. The Gaussian width σ was chosen as 5.0 × 10 7 and a total of 345 candidate model terms were obtained. As in examples 1 and 2, the training times, conditions of selected regression matrices, SSRs, L 1 norms and model accuracies for various subsets of selected model terms for both the original and proposed approaches are given in table 4. The superiority of our approach in terms of consuming less training time and providing more stable results was once again confirmed. In this example, differing model terms started to be chosen at step 11 from the two approaches, resulting in a remarkable difference between them when a total of 344 model terms were included into the model (SSR: 2.125 × 10 2 and 1.139 × 10 6 ; L 1 norm: 2.435 × 10 9 and 1.916 × 10 11 ). After a few model terms that have been selected, the test accuracy has stabilized around 80% for our approach while this is not the case for the original approach. A total of six model terms can be chosen to construct the final classifier for this example by using the AIC method, giving the training and test accuracies of 77.97% and 80.58%, respectively.
Conclusion
An ELAR algorithm was proposed in this paper for the construction of a class of LIP models. The algorithm proceeds in a stepwise manner, each step adding a new model term into the LIP model, with the effect of minimizing model residuals and L 1 norm of coefficients. It is a less greedy model selection method and proceeds equiangularly between all the selected model terms by means of their resultant correlations with model errors at every subset selection step. Unlike the original approach where the well-known Cholesky decomposition was employed, an efficient recursive algorithm was proposed to solve the LAR without the need of matrix inversions, decompositions and transformations. The correlations between model terms and residuals, the evolving directions, together with other pertinent variables, were explicitly formulated and are recursively updated in the proposed algorithm. The model coefficients are only computed when the algorithm finishes. The computational complexity of the proposed approach was also well analysed and confirmed to be more efficient than the original approach. Finally, three artificial and real-world illustrative examples were used to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm, where its numerical stability was also found to be another strength. As mentioned previously, given the connection between LAR and Lasso, future research includes deriving the efficient algorithm for retrieving Lasso solutions for performing tasks such as model or variable selection. On the other hand, the integration of hyperparameter learning for enhanced model performance is another direction of research. Competing interests. We declare we have no competing interests. Funding. The work was supported by the EU Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) under grant no. 619795.
